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Abstract: L& D(u, k, A) be a symmetric design containing a symmetric design D,(S),, k,, A,) 
(k, <. k) and let x = u,(k - k,)l(v - u,). We show that k ?(k, - x)~+ A. If equality holds, D, is 
called a tight subdesign of D. In ahe special case, A, = A, the inequality reduces to that of R.C. 
Bose and S.S. Shrikhande and tight subdesigns then correspond to their n’otion of Baer 
subdesigns. The possibilities for (u, k, A) designs having Baer subdesigns are investigated. 
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Let D(u, k, A) be a symmetric design containing a symmetric design 
&(Q, kl, A,) (k, <k). We call D1 a subdesign of D. Let x = u,(k - k,)/(u __ u,). We 
show that k 2 (k, - x)~ + A (Theorem 1). If equality holds, D1 is called a tight 
subdesign of D. fn the special case Al = A, our inequality reduces to that of R.C. 
Bose and S.S. Shrikhande [3] and tight subdesigns then correspond to their notion 
of Baer subdesigns. VVe give examples of tight subdesigns. We divide the 
possibilities for (v, k, A) designs, having Baer subdesigns into threlz cases 
(Theorem 2), and give examples for each case. 

Our major tool is the following result of Waemers [9]. 

IResuIt 1. Let A be a complex hertnitian matrix 9; size n, which is partitioned into 
block matrices: 

All 

i 

. 
A== . 

A,, 
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such that dei #is a square matrix of size 1p1 for all 2 s i s m. Let B be the square 
matrix of size m, each element, & of which esjaals the average row suntl of 
the block Aii. Then the eigenva!ues q 2 . . 9 2 ar, of A and the eigenvalues PI 21: 
l ’ *Z&I, Of f3 Satisfy #.Y,_,+is&Sg(l for all 15553% 

Moreovc:r, if for some A4, 1 s MS m, /3i = aI for all 15 i s M and fli = a,_,,.i 
for ail PM <: i: s nt, then A,, has constant row and cofumn sum for all I s i, j s m. 

‘hotim PI Let Di( vl, k,, A I) be a symmetric subdesign of a symmetric design 
D(v, k, A). Put x = v&k - k*)/(v - u,). Then 

(i) k e(k, -- X)2+ A, 
(ii) If k := (k ‘, - x)~ -t* h, then the pints [blocks] of Dl and the blocks [pints] not 

OIZ D, form a podbly &generate block design Dz(tll, x, A - A &. 

proof, (i) ;Let D1 and D2 be the incidence matrices of the designs in question. 
‘Write 

then x equals the average row sum of &. Form 

G 0 D1 D2 

c’\ I-O D o 0 D, 04 . 
= !D’ 0 = D; 0: 0 0 ’ 1 

[ 1 D; 0: 0 0 

‘Vherr: D’ denotes the transpose of D. Next, we construct the matrix I3 
consisting of the average row sums of A corresponding to the given blocking. 
Then, 

are k and I+-- X. Hence the eigenvalues of B are fk and *(k,-x). The 
eigenvalues of A are :.\tk and * fi. Using the inequality of Result 1, the9 

gives mr:(k, - Y). This yields k ?(k, --.#+A, 
an -t= h,J, it follows that 
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~~D:=((k-&~)-(h-h,)~~+(h-hs)J. On r&e other hand if k =(k,-x)%i, 
Re~talt 1. gives that & has constant column sum. This groves Ci& s . 

bm#~k (i) In proving (i) of Theorem 1, we did not use t!lat D1 represents a block 
design, t,ut only that k, is ,the average row sum of Dx. 

(ii) It is easily seen that if D is non-trivial then k - RI # A - Ai. gut then &Q: 
is a non-singular matrix, thus vl. s o - u1 S$V. 

CQtasSy ([3] or [lo])8 Let I)&, kl, A) 6e a sub&&gn of P(v, k, A). T/ten 
k r(kl- r1)2+A. 

Jrhis follows immediately upon noting that in this case x s 1, 

bflnitia~~ DI(ul, kl, A,) is a tight subdesign of D(v, k, A) if k 2.: (k,-x)2+ Ir\. 

Example 1. Let D be the design formed by the points and hyperplanes of 
PG(n, @, 2 zs m I n - 1. Let X and Y be m and ok - m - 1 dimensional subspaces 
of PG(n, 4) respectively, which da not have a point in common, The points of X 
and the hyperplanes containing Y form a subdesign D1 of D. This subdesign is 
not tight. 

Example 2. Let Izl be a regular Hadamard matrix of size m ~4. This means that 
HI is a Hadamard matrix of size m and that in addition, W = fl, where p is a 
constant and J is the all one matrix. Using Z&HI = ml and m =O (mod 4), it 
follows that m = p2 = 4n2 for some positive integer n. Then I-I, is equivalent to a 
symmetri!c design D,(4n2, n(2n - l), n(n - 1)). Put 

j$;; :; :;I. 

Then H is a regular Hadamard matrix of size 1612~ and is equivaknt to 8 
symmetric design 13(16n2, 2n(4n + 1), 2n(2n + 1)). It is easily checked thn,t Q is a 
tight subdesign of D. For examples 06 regular Eadamard matrices cf. [8]. 

s. Let D&cJ~, kl, A,) be a tight subdesign of .D(u, k, A). Then 
-R is a square. 

(ii) The complement of DI is a tight subdesign of the compiement of D. 

3. 
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projective planes. In this ease many things have been investigated [6]. Using D to 
denote the complement of D, we have: 

Exam@e 3. Let B,(q, k,, 1) be aI Raer subplane of D(u, k, 1). Then 6,(q, Q- 
ki, ir,-Zk,+ I) is a tight subdesigin of 6(t+u-k, u-21k-tl), 

(a) II== A(A2-2A+2), Dkzs pawneters; (A(A2-2A+2), A*-A+ 1, A) arrdD, is 
the ir;iuid drsigrt (A, A, A). 

tb) v = A2(h + 2), D has parameters @*(A + 2). A(A + l), A) a~td D1 is the trivial 
design CA + 2, A + 1, A). 

(c) v > A”(h -t- 2). 

PNBO4’. Let D be a non-trivial deliign having a Baer subdesign D,. Since A = A,; 
we have x 5 1. Since D! is tight, x must be an integer by Theorem 1 (ii). Hence, 

x == u,(k - k,)j(v - v,) = 1 

This gives 
(I; u-o,+-Q-l), and 
(2) k =(kt- lY+A. 

If Dl is trivial, then ul = Cc, = A1 or vl = k,+ 1 = A, + 2, Using (1) and (2) we see 
that these two trivial cases lead to (a) and (b), respectiviely. If ul > kl f I, then (1) 
and (2) gives 

L’Xk,+- IMk,- l)(k,-i)"th). 

Using ic 5 > A + 1 we o’btain t, > A2(A -I- 2). 

We now give examples to shj;lti that in each of’ the above cases, there exist 
symmetric designs with Baer subdesigns. 

xanrpI@ 4. A symmetric design D(A(A2- 2A+2), A’--A+l,A) has theparame- 
tcrs of the symmetric design on the points and planes of PG(3, A - 1) whiich exist 
For all prime powers k - 1. Moreover the point? on a given line and all planes 
c~)~~~ining it form a E;aer subdesign Dl(A, A, A). 

e 5 From Ahrens and Szekeres [ 11, the existence of symmetric designs D i 
wiih parameters (,h”(A + 2), Afh -f- l), A) is known for all prime powers A. From j l 

!I that D has a B&r subdesign L$(A -t 2, A + j 

in,ts of a line in the corre 
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Theorem 2, we make some observations: 
If we consider d&esigns (v, k, A) with II > h2(h + 2), then ilccording to [5], p. 105 

the only known examples are projective planes of prime power order and biplanes 
( = symmetric designs with A = 2) on 37, 56 and 79 points; as far as we know 
meanui;h&‘one other example is found, a (71,X5,3) design, see [2], 

Note, that if ~ D1cul, IQ, A) is a Baer subdesign of D(u, k, h), then u cannot be 
prime. Thus if we are to find a Baer subdesign Dz(wI, /cl, h) of DCu, k, A) which is 
not a B_aer subplane, it is easily seen from above that 0(56,11,2) is the only 
possible candidate available to us. Arjy Baer subdesign of D has parameters 
(7,4,2), those of the complement of the Fano plane (7,3, 1). The next example 
shows that there is a (56, 11,2) design with a Batr subdesign. 

Example 6. We follow [7] Denniston who gives constructions of (56, 1 I, 2) 
designs some of which are based on Cameron’s description [4] of biplanes. 
Namely, one block @* is fixed and all the other blocks are in l-l correspondence 
with the unordered pairs of points of b*. Each point not on b* is represented by a 
disjoint union of polygons on the points of b*. The block represented by {p, q} is 
incident with p and q and with the points represented by graphs in which p and q 
are joined. Let us represent the points of b* by 0, . . . , 10 then accordirlg to [7] in 
at least two of the constructed biplanes (the “nice” one due to Gewirtz, Hall, 
Lane and Wales, and another design due to Assmus and others), there exist three 
points off b* whose polygons are: 

(9 8 10 9) (0 2 4 6 0) (1 3 5 7 1) 

(0 4 10 0) (9 2 8 6 9) (1 3 7 5 1) 

(2 6 10 2) (9 4 8 0 9) (1 7 3 5 1). 

It is easily seen that these 3 points together with the points 1,3,5 and 7 from b* 
form a (7,4,2) design which is a &aer subdesign of the (56, 11,2) design. 

‘Using the above example and considering the comp!ementary designs, we have: 

Exannple ‘I. There exists a D(56, @, 36) which has the Fano plane ( = (7, 3, 1) 
design) as a tight subdesign. 
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